Berner’s Intelliswitch™
Factory Installed Digital Programmable Controller

Available on all
Architectural Series Air Curtains

✔ Easy to Operate
✔ Energy Efficient, Flexible Control
✔ Lower Installation Costs

One switch controls:
• Fan speed
• Time delay
• Thermostat (temperature and fan)
• Start/stop time
• Customizable programs
• Number of zones
• Days of week to operate per zone
• Diagnostic capabilities

The Berner App!
Program & monitor Berner Architectural Air Curtains from a smartphone!

800-245-4455
www.Berner.com

Saving Energy and Creating Healthy, Comfortable Environments
INTELLISWITCH™ Features:
- Pre-set programs to choose from
- Low voltage circuit for unit activation via door switch and/or Building Management System
- Ability for multiple air curtains to be controlled by one Intelliswitch™
- Temperature probe included (heated units only)
- Works with Wi-Fi Controller which enables the Berner App
- RoHS compliant

Optional Accessories (Sold Separately):
- Wi-Fi Controller – enables Berner App
- Handheld Remote Control
- Activation device: magnetic door switch

Safety Features:
- Lockable/Tamper proof
- Optional PASScode to unlock
- Auto Lock (on/off, locks control after 5 min)
- Emergency stop
- Fan fail lock out: prevents electric heater activation if fans are not running

Different Pre-Set Programs to Choose from – based on customer input!

**Comfort Plus** (heated models only)
Protection of an air curtain combined with the benefits of a space heater. This mode operates the air curtain when the door is open and provides supplemental heat whether the door is open or closed, until both the thermostat and the time delay are satisfied. Special feature: When the door closes, the air curtain switches to low speed with heat until the thermostat is satisfied. Recommended for spaces that often need additional heat.

**Deluxe** (heated or unheated models)
Air curtain turns on when door is opened, when the door closes, the unit remains on until the time delay expires. Recommended for high traffic openings or for openings where the door stays open for an extended period.

**Auto** (heated or unheated models)
Air curtain turns on when door is opened, when the door closes, the unit turns off. Recommended for low traffic openings or for openings where the door stays open for an extended period.